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Super Bowl LI brought the first overtime in the history of the big game, as well as the fourth edition of 
Merkle’s Digital Bowl Report, an in-depth assessment of how well Super Bowl television advertisers 
took advantage of key digital marketing channels.

Each advertiser is judged based on its ability to meet specific and objective standards spanning 
paid search, organic search, social media, and digital media marketing across the web. Rather than 
examine the appeal of the creative itself, Merkle focuses on each brand’s efforts to maximize the 
digital presence of campaigns in making the most of multi-million dollar investments.

The 2017 Merkle Digital Bowl Report winner for excellence in digital marketing is…

2017 Digital Bowl Winner: T-Mobile
T-Mobile was strong across all focus areas, and particularly excelled in the areas 
of social media, display, and paid social advertising.

On social media, T-Mobile was active across Facebook and Twitter throughout the 
night, engaging users in two different languages. It was the only brand to request 
user-generated content during the game, and users responded with homemade 
dance videos in real time. 

In digital media, T-Mobile had a strong presence on YouTube with both in-stream 
and discovery ads. Complementing the brand’s video creative were targeted 
banner ads featuring major celebrities as well as sponsored posts across social 
networks. This all culminated in the top digital media score.

T-Mobile also fared well in paid search, tying for second place with five other 
brands. While it demonstrated strong digital strategy in all four focus areas, it 
failed to capture a perfect score in organic search. T-Mobile did not optimize on-
page elements such as page titles and descriptions for its Super Bowl landing 
page.

2017 Digital Bowl Notable Contender: Avocados From Mexico 
Placing second overall was Avocados From Mexico, which tied with T-Mobile for 
the top score in social media. Avocados also posted the highest SEO score, tying 
for top paid search advertiser. With standout performances in three of the four 
focus areas, the brand only fell short in digital media, as it did not place paid social 
retargeting pixels on its site, and also failed to accompany its YouTube teaser of 
the commercial with banner or video ads.

As Super Bowl LI showed, playing exceptionally well for three quarters of a game 
doesn’t always end in a victory, and T-Mobile was able to take the Digital Bowl 
crown in the end by demonstrating a solid effort throughout all four focus areas.

Super Bowl LI
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    T-Mobile Effectively Drives Real-Time Engagement
T-Mobile came prepared to unleash its #UnlimitedMoves during the 
big game. Although it did have three separate hashtags running 
simultaneously, the brand was highly engaged with customers in both 
English and Spanish on Facebook and Twitter. T-Mobile issued the only 
call to action for user-generated content during the big game — running a 
multi-channel dance contest tied to its first ad with Justin Bieber.

Avocados Stays Socially Active with Consumers and 
Other Brands

Avocados From Mexico gets recognition for running endurance 
plays throughout the game, with high-frequency posting on Twitter, 
promoting #avosecrets, and posting real-time game commentary 
filled with avocado puns. The brand created content in the moment, 
including using Facebook Live to show behind-the-scenes views of 
its operations. Avocados From Mexico engaged followers both large 
and small in conversation, replying to consumers as well as to other 
brands. Its supply of clever comments saw no bounds while remarking 
on  other brands’ ads and tweets, in addition to the brand’s interaction 
with commenters  on its own content.

    H&R Block Stays Active and Consistent on Social
It can be hard to stand out when your product isn’t necessarily sexy, but 
that didn’t stop H&R Block from scoring some points with its approach to 
social. The tax preparation company crafted content that was relevant 
to its offerings and to the exciting nature of a close game. It used 
#BlockWithWatson consistently throughout the game and responded 
to its followers like a seasoned veteran. It even snuck in some witty 
references to charitable write-offs and deductible medical expenses 
(yes to acupuncture, no to tattoo removal).

    Airbnb Nails a Last-Second Play
Airbnb suited up at the last minute. While the brand could have done a 
better job of engaging with average users, #weaccept was trending for 
most of the game, showing that simple and affecting creative can have 
a greater impact than eye-catching spectacle.

Criteria
Real-time audience engagement with calls to action and personal, authentic responses
Super Bowl-specific hashtag employed and used in commercial spots and in real-time engagement
Content designed around the TV ad/game that supported the brand in real time

Social Media 1st Place 2nd Place 3rd Place Notable Mention
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Criteria
Display and social network retargeting pixels placed on homepage and relevant landing pages
Premium display banners featured on top sites during Super Bowl
Creative includes Super Bowl-relevant content
TV commercial teased on YouTube ahead of the big game with relevant links and companion banners
Discovery ads deployed and in-stream video ads featured on YouTube or other video inventory
Ads featured on Snapchat, Twitter, and Facebook

Digital Media 1st Place 2nd Place 3rd Place Notable Mention

    T-Mobile Wins the Digital Media Mix
T-Mobile conquered the competition with a comprehensive and well-balanced 
media mix. The brand had a strong YouTube strategy deploying a series of 
discovery and in-stream ads paired with companion banners. T-Mobile also 
effectively used display banners, serving to top sports sites such as NBC 
Sports and Sports Illustrated, as well as high-traffic general content sites 
across the web. On Twitter, the mobile carrier featured sponsored tweets 
from the company’s official Twitter account, including its CEO and celebrities 
Snoop Dogg and Martha Stewart. With advertisements highlighting various 
brand messages from different voices, T-Mobile was able to provide online 
support for its television investment while keeping Twitter timelines fresh.

Honda Uses Sequential Messaging to Differentiate on Snapchat

Although not a national buy, Tiffany & Co. integrated with the NFL 
experience by utilizing Lady Gaga as the centerpiece of a campaign 

Honda had the best showing of any advertiser on Snapchat. Honda’s 
national sponsored filter rotated through game day, with different filters for 
pregame, the start of the game, and a “home stretch” filter that ran during 
the second half. Honda’s digital presence was bolstered by its takeover of 
ESPN.com and the promotion of its television ad on Honda’s homepage. 
Miller Lite, Verizon, Red Bull, Amazon, Budweiser, and Pepsi were some of 
the other advertisers who took advantage of Snapchat.

introducing the new HardWear Collection. The luxury 
jewelry brand chose Gaga as a brand spokesperson in 
parallel with her selection as the Super Bowl LI halftime 
performer. The continuity in experience carried into paid 
digital advertising, specifically on a Facebook sponsored 
canvas ad featuring Lady Gaga in black and white with a 
touch of the brand’s iconic blue. This unit is immersive 
with different ad types including slide show, video, and 
the ability to swipe up — ultimately leading back to the 
advertiser’s website. The same creative aesthetics were 
seen on the landing page where the individual is led after 
engaging with the canvas unit. 

Tiffany & Co. Capitalizes on Relationship with 
Halftime Performer During Launch of New Collection
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SEO
Criteria

Landing page focused on Super Bowl and searchable for Super Bowl or otherwise campaign-related 
searches live by the Friday before the game
Landing page discoverable for “super bowl commercial + brand” queries
Title tags, h1, descriptions, content, and internal linking optimized and dedicated to the Super Bowl 
featured on landing page
Landing page deemed mobile friendly according to Google’s testing tool
URL or hashtag included in TV ad to drive visits to the respective page
Website experienced no harmful issues, such as previous Super Bowl pages ranking for relevant terms

1st Place 2nd Place 3rd Place Notable Mention

Avocados From Mexico Tastes Sweet SEO Success
Held back by low SEO scores in 2016, Avocados From Mexico reviewed the game film and returned 
to achieve a perfect score in organic search. The brand’s landing page went live weeks before kickoff 

    84 Lumber Wins Rookie of the Year

WeatherTech Takes Itself Out
Similar to Wix in 2016, WeatherTech included 
a meta robots “noindex” tag on its Super Bowl 
landing page. This issue rendered its otherwise 
optimized URL undiscoverable in organic search.

and ranked for relevant queries thanks to the 
targeting of “Big Game” and #AvoSecrets in its on-
page elements, content, and URL. Taking mobile-
friendliness to heart, its responsive landing page 
mimicked a phone on smaller screens; complete 
with notifications and apps. Additionally, Avocados 
included prominent links to its Super Bowl landing 
page from its homepage using campaign-specific 
anchor text. By combining only the best organic 
search ingredients, Avocados found the recipe for 
an SEO victory.

Despite having to rework an ad deemed “too 
controversial for TV,” newcomer 84 Lumber built 
itself back up and tied for second place in organic 
search. With the main goal of highlighting job 
opportunities, the brand included visible links to its 
Careers page on Journey84.com, and promoted 
the microsite URL in its Super Bowl ad. However, 
the rookie advertiser felt the pressure of the big 
stage and experienced brief server issues due to 
the high level of post-ad site traffic. 84 Lumber 
recovered from its early game jitters and pulled off 
strong scores across other SEO categories to tie 
Super Bowl vets like Buick and Wix.



Criteria
Paid ads featured on first page of search results for relevant queries across all device types
Paid search ad copy related to the Super Bowl, including extensions
Landing page content which reinforces the Super Bowl
Email outreach relevant to the Super Bowl
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Paid Search 1st Place 2nd Place 3rd Place Notable Mention

    84 Lumber Goes Big with Its First Super Bowl Campaign
84 Lumber maximized its Super Bowl debut, providing a cohesive user experience from start to finish. 
Leading up to the game, ads for the brand appeared for both brand and non-brand queries. This pre-game 
presence was paired with informative ad copy and extensions (“Why Work for 84 Lumber”), referencing 
its in-game ad. As a relatively lesser-known brand, providing additional information was especially 
important. On game day, 84 Lumber showed up ready to play, continuing a strong ad presence on the 
SERP for relevant searches. After the commercial ended in a cliffhanger, ad copy changed to prompt 
users to “complete the journey” and visit the brand’s site to watch the rest of the ad. With aggressive 
positioning on the SERP, real-time updates to ad copy, and complete coverage across search engines 
and devices, 84 Lumber played a strong game in paid search.

    Avocados From Mexico Checks All Paid Search Boxes
Avocados From Mexico’s ads were fully loaded, featuring links to its ad creative and useful content on the 
brand’s website. Rather than simply directing the user to view its ad and teasers, the brand provided true (and 
tasty) value through its sitelinks by linking to usable content such as recipes for “hard-hitting guacamole” 
and “Avo Footballs.” This content was highly visible, as the brand’s ads often ranked at or near the top of 
the SERP for a variety of brand and non-brand searches across devices. Although the primary landing page 
was the brand’s homepage, that page was transformed into a unique and highly interactive app interface in 
the shape of a virtual smartphone. This experience played particularly well on mobile devices, and served to 
make Avocados’ ads much more engaging after the click than those of many other advertisers.

    Teasers Are Here to Stay
“Teaser” videos have become increasingly common in recent years, and this year many advertisers 
made a visible effort to promote them through paid search ads during the buildup to game day. The 
majority of advertisers that released shorter teasers took advantage of the opportunity to gain views 
through paid clicks both in copy and extensions. Snickers’ livestream ad was one of the more visible 
examples of a brand building anticipation for its ad long before game day — going as far as to say when 
exactly it would air during the game.
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Top Players by Category

SOCIAL MEDIA RANK

DIGITAL MEDIA RANK

1st Place 2nd Place 3rd Place Notable Mention
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Head Coaches
Dalton Dorné 
Andy Taylor

Social Media
George Kamide | Team Captain
Brendan Reich
Megan Haney-Claus
Sean McGoey
Kim Shepardson

Digital Media
Teka Phan | Team Captain
Ilon Weeldreyer
Nathan Huet
Evan Trask
Emily Roe

SEO
Dave Thomas | Team Captain
Samantha Carr
Jamie Schleicher
Ryan Ottino
Jake Haskins

Paid Search
Taylor Carmines | Team Captain
Dan Wilson
Andrew Blumer
Nada Tramonte
Stacee Wylie

Marketing
Mallory McClenathen | Team Captain
Laura Scott | Team Captain
Sarah Bourdeau
Sherri Aycoth
Katie Sorota
Andrew Johnson
Adam McGillen
Cheryl Sansonetti

Design
Sarah Courtney Oklesson
Jason Eitemiller
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About Merkle
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Merkle is a leading data-driven, technology-enabled, global performance marketing agency that 
specializes in the delivery of unique, personalized customer experiences across platforms and 
devices.  For more than 25 years, Fortune 1000 companies and leading nonprofit organizations have 
partnered with Merkle to maximize the value of their customer portfolios. The agency’s heritage 
in data, technology, and analytics forms the foundation for its unmatched skills in understanding 
consumer insights that drive people-based marketing strategies. When combined with its strength in 
performance media, Merkle creates customer experiences that drive improved marketing results and 
shareholder value.  With more than 3,800 employees, Merkle is headquartered in Columbia, Maryland 
with 16 additional offices in the US and offices in Barcelona, London, Shanghai, and Nanjing. In 2016, 
the agency joined the Dentsu Aegis Network. For more information, contact Merkle at 1-877-9-Merkle 
or visit www.merkleinc.com.

Digital Bowl Team

http://www.merkleinc.com

